
Girls in the garden
         Moussia Abrams

By: Chana zwiebel and Rivka pelman



Hi! What's your name & Where are you on Shluchos?
Moussia Abrams. I’m on Shlichus in Temecula,california

C&R: How many siblings do you have? 
5, we`re 3 girls then 3 boys. One is 5 months. 

C&R: wow! I’m sure you help with them alot! What are your hobbies? 
I love reading. I'm in the middle of making a book report on Libas palace. It's a fake story 
about a family moving to south africa and this guy wants to build a store on their 
property. But they did it without permission… etc. 
Usually in the summer I like to rollerblade. 

with all her siblings at a park



C&R: that's so fun! How do you help in Your Shlichus? 
We are in the middle of making plans to build a house, a small shul, a mikvah and a big 
shul. We have plans but we still need to finish the plan. We did this big campaign of 700 
envelopes in 3 nights. And we get cheques from it. So my job is to cash the cheques that 
we get; I take a picture and put in the information.
 

 

C&R: What grade are you in?
3rd. Morah Malkie gurkow whenever she has extra time she reads us a story. 
And with our afternoon morah we do a fun question of the day. And on thursday 
either we bake or we get to do a project! She only does that for g3!!

 a basic concept of what the future property will look like



C&R: What is your favorite part about your Shlichus?
We went on a week trip in the summer and we were looking at mikvahs and it was really 
fun. 

C&R: so fun! What is something interesting about where you live? 
In the beginning of the winter it's so hot and then as the winter goes on then it gets colder. 

C&R: wow what a big help! What is something funny that happened on your Shlichus?
My brother sholom dovber is 5 months old, one time on shabobs when he was about 1 month 
old he was crying so my tatty gave him grape juice and he wouldn't stop drinking it. 
 And once when My brother who is 4, was 1 he made up this hilarious joke, knock knock who's 
there? Ice cream!

helping with a mailer



C&R: that's so interesting!! What language do you speak in temecula? 
There are israeili people that my father meets with but we speak english. And in 
school we do yiddish and hebrew. 

C&R: nice! What is something you would like to do in your Chabad House when you 
get older? Cook. Because I am a cook, my tatty sometimes calls me cheff moussia. 
Yesterday was tuna day and i'm the one who has to make the tuna because no one 
else likes it when my mammy makes the tuna. I have a sister who is 7 and she said 
“how am i going to get your tuna recipe when i'm a mammy?”. 

C&R: haha ;p What is a rebbe story that you connect with?
I like this story from the rebbe when my tatty was born. My tatys mother was having 
a baby and the doctor said she might have to take the baby out, because she was 
sick in bed and couldn't move. My zeidy called the rebbe`s secretary and asked for a 
brocha and the rebbe gave him a brocha and my zeidy called bobby chana and she 
answered with a lot of energy. And they went shopping which they hadn't done in a  
long time. and boruch hashem the baby was my tatty. 

    That's so nice!!! Thanks for sharing, it was very interesting to hear!! 


